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Course description 
Regression analysis, in its various forms, is a key analytical tool for every social scientist 
interested in using quantitative methods to investigate social phenomena. Most of the 
students and scholars have attended courses introducing the basics of regression analysis or 
discussing the most sophisticated details regarding its assumptions and statistical properties. 
Often, less attention is devoted to connecting regression analysis to, on one side, the more 
specific research questions a researcher has in mind and, on the other, on the practical 
decisions that have to be made to apply regression models to concrete datasets and actual 
research problems. This course aims to fill this gap, by providing a discussion of regression 
modelling strategies as useful tools to test research hypotheses.  
I will show the various purposes of regression analysis and the importance of clarifying the 
specific research aim before deciding crucial aspects such as choice of the variables and model 
specification. I will show that the common practices of introducing a lot of covariates and 
commenting the associated regression coefficients suffers from many flaws and I will discuss 
viable alternatives. The last part of the course is focused on how to obtain the appropriate 
quantities of interest from regression models, and how to present and comment effectively 
the results from regression analysis. We will pay attention to substantial significance and 
effect size compared to mere statistical significance, and the use of graphical representations 
along with tables to illustrate intuitively the main findings in relation to the research 
hypotheses guiding the empirical investigation.  
 
Course Outline 
 

 The purposes of regression models: description, prediction, causation 

 The logic of ‘causal’ analysis  

 An overview of regression models, their aims and limitations 

 Common mistakes to avoid when using regression analysis 

 Outliers, leverage and influential cases 

 Nonlinearities 

 How to test research hypotheses in linear regression models (main effects, interactions) 

 How to present effectively the results in graphical forms  

 How to comment effectively the results from regression models 
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